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San Francisco’s Chrome made some of the most outrageous, mind melting records of 
the 1970s and early ’80s, each a uniquely crazed soundscape combining oceanic psychedelia 
and maniacal garage punk with delightfully depraved, science fiction themed lyrics and imagery. 
While other bands might rock harder or louder or more cleverly, none will pull you into a total 
musical environment of demented insanity like Chrome. Not only do they make a strong a case 
for science-fiction rock as a legitimate genre, but for my money they represent the high point of 
underground rock in America. If you crave analog tape collages of post-apocalyptic synesthesia, 
delve into these records with the lights off for maximum visual impact.

Helios Creed and Damon Edge in San Francisco, 1980 © 2014 Ruby Ray



“We could mutate ourselves together and explode in thirty seconds”

Throughout San Francisco’s history, musicians, artists, writers, and freaks of all 
stripes have been drawn to the idyllic city by the Bay, which spawned the so-called 
beat generation of the 1950s and early ’60s, and, by the middle of the latter decade, 
was the epicenter of a counter-cultural revolution that gave birth to the sexual liber-
ation movement, underground comix, and psychedelic music and culture. But by the 
mid-’70s, the radio was dominated by disco and soft rock, and popular music had in-
creasingly lost its appeal to those interested in forging a new, alternative culture. Mu-
sically speaking, this era in SF has often been described as the twilight years: While 
distant echoes of the once flourishing psychedelic scene still wafted through local 
bands like Jefferson Starship and Santana (and spin-offs Hot Tuna and early Journey), 
many distinctly felt the town’s musical and cultural heyday had passed.

The Tubes’ odd combination of glam and art-rock attracted a crowd that was into Eno 
and Roxy Music; Tower Records and City Lights Bookstore in North Beach were 
among the local breeding grounds for new ideas making their way into the Bay Area; 
but everyone seemed to be waiting for something new and exciting to happen, namely 
punk. While Chrome’s first record The Visitation (recorded mostly in 1976, at the very 
cusp of the punk era) was not necessarily what anyone was looking for at the time, as 
founding member Gary Spain explained, “I guess because it was a garage album, and 
the recording quality was so poor, the only people that related to it were the punks.”

Almost impossible to pigeonhole, The Visitation is a lively, confident, yet off-kilter 
rock record. The songs are solid, full of wild, funky rhythms, intricate guitar play-
ing, and a passionate (at times shrill) voice wailing kinky-futuristic lyrics. While it 

may not sound quite like what Chrome fans know and love, all the basic elements 
are there, though producer/drummer/singer Damon Edge (née Thomas Wisse, 1949-
1995) had not yet honed his agoraphobia-inspired studio wizardry; nevertheless, a 
few atmospheric touches adumbrate the musique concrète-styled tape manipulations 
that would dominate their next few releases (notably, a backwards snippet of Cheech 
and Chong on the intro to the track “Sun Control”). Almost entirely ignored in its 
day and unjustly maligned over the years, The Visitation is a unique album, at times 
quite beautiful – but alas it failed to make people sit up and take notice when it was 
released in 1977.

It could be argued that the SF punk scene was a bit closer to art-rock than its NY or 
LA counterparts. Although progressive may have become a dirty word, psychedelia 
was not entirely ruled out as an influence, and even elements of contemporary clas-
sical and avant garde music were caught up in the fray. Damon Edge grew up in Los 
Angeles and attended Cal Arts where he was influenced by Allan Kaprow, whose 
ideas about “happenings” and the random element in art inspired Edge’s own ideas 
about “esoteric communication” and “elaborating systems of mutation” – concepts 
that somehow allowed him to justify dismissing live performance as an unnecessary 
formality; whether or not this was an excuse for his agoraphobia, he was not alone 
in this approach: A local label called Ralph had been releasing sinister yet whimsical 
records by a mysterious group called The Residents, who (at the time) never appeared 
live and obscured their identities with a range of disguises. The dark, angular, and 
sultry Tuxedomoon was forming in the shadows of The Angels of Light (an offshoot 
of local bearded drag queen performance troupe The Cockettes). Although heavily 
influenced by British space-rockers like Hawkwind and Pink Floyd, Chrome (and the 
SF scene in general) also drew inspiration from proto-punk weirdos Pere Ubu 

and Devo in Ohio, The Stooges from Detroit, Cabaret Voltaire and Throbbing Gristle 
in England, as well as Can, Faust, and Neu! records imported from Germany. The 
resulting aesthetic was rough and defiant, cold yet intense, hermetic and enigmatic, 
and local troublemaker Monte Cazazza named the zeitgeist, “industrial” – a vibrant 
yet elusive, multidisciplinary subculture, nurtured in spite of its its contrary nature by 
a prodigious local press that included scrappy tabloid zines like Search & Destroy, 
Vacation, Damage and Another Room, and most dynamically typified by the records 
of Chrome.

The original lineup heard on The Visitation never played live (or all at the same time, 
if we’re to trust the surviving members’ memories). As original guitarist John Lamb-
din explains, the group’s nexus came from the ashes of an experimental improv mu-
sical group called Ba Ka Da:

I was twenty in the late summer of 1970, and had already been moderately 
successful, playing with some members of the original Mothers of Invention 
in the Valley. By the middle of 1970, I met a gang of people in Topanga Can-
yon playing off the cuff, free association music. Tony Salvage was on electric 
violin, Dean Olch played shakuhachi (a Japanese bamboo flute) and regular 
flute, Chris Smith was on bass and saxophone, me on guitar, and among this 
group was a guy named Thomas Wisse who was playing dumbek. Tom had 
just got back from somewhere in North Africa and would later change his 
name to Damon Edge. He had spent about a year at Choinard Art School 
which I’m pretty is where he met Dean. When Choinard moved to Cal Arts, 
both he and Dean went there, and they were the only ones among us going to 
college at the time. The bass player Chris Smith and I had been professional 
musicians while the others were more like savants. Tony could sight-read on 
his violin, but he’d just gotten an echoplex so it was kind of like a kid with a 
new toy.

We called ourselves Ba Ka Da, did a whole lot of recording on Tony’s two-
track tape machine, and played at all sorts of events around Topanga. At one 
point, we hooked up with two people named Kirby and Gavin who were 
mixed up with MGM, and we ended up doing part of a soundtrack for a movie 
called Clay Pigeon (1971). We did the big, intense murder scene at the end, 
which was a bit like the Psycho theme. We were sort of adapted to that kind 
of stuff because, although we really didn’t work out any orchestral parts, we 
had a whole collection of everything from toys to clangers, and we were good 
at making colorful sounds. I was trying to get them to be more disciplined and 
play songs, but it dismally failed because most of them had no idea what they 
were doing, so it was up to me and Chris if we wanted to repeat anything. We 
tried to record an album in late ’71 or early ’72 at Mystic Sound Studios in 
Hollywood through Doug and Wally Moody (who might even still have the 
master tapes), which also failed. It ended up being a wonderful time, but by 
’74 the thing had totally gone kaput. Tom and Dean both graduated from Cal 
Arts, and Ba Ka Da had pretty much scattered.

Around that time I went to Venice Beach and hooked up with a few bands, 
one of them being Danny Wildflowers’ Magnetic Misery, which is where I 
met Gary Spain. He was a good violin player and we played a bunch of gigs 
around Venice, but by the end of the summer of ’75, it was getting time for 
me to leave Venice. So I went up to San Francisco and moved into a hotel in 

North Beach, and around early ’76 I called up Tom who was living in Berke-
ley, and so we got together one day, and he told me he was trying to do some 
recording with a guy named Mike Lowe in Mike’s garage in Richmond. So 
we spent a while recording and I realized I needed somebody else up there 
with some chord understanding, so I called Gary, who came up from LA to 
join us. He got on welfare and lived in one of the hotels in North Beach too, 
and joined the recording sessions about 1/3 of the way through.

There was a great deal of drug use going on. I was probably more involved 
than anybody else, just because I kinda ran with a speed freak crowd, and 
Gary never really had that problem. He’s always been kinda neutral. I always 
admired Gary’s chordal concepts, because he comes from a music place. 
Tom’s idea of music was: “Let’s record this riff and loop it and then splice it 
all up, okay now we got a bottom track, and we can add all these backwards 
toys and things …” I’ve played with many drummers, and he was really not a 
disciplined guy. When you wanted something punchy and tight, he was very 
prone to being sloppy. So each one of us has his limitations. I don’t write lyr-
ics, but he had a wonderful sense for lyrics and an idea of what he wanted to 
produce. He just wanted to be a drummer, like he wanted to be a visual artist.

Tom was really trying to think about how he was going to market himself. 
The name Tom Wisse wasn’t working for him, and he felt he needed to sound 
more European, more exclusive, a little bit mystique-ful. To be just another 
local doesn’t really grab a lot of attention, but to be from somewhere far 
away, a bit cult-y, a bit reclusive, really works for getting that kind of atten-
tion. So he became Damon Edge. But I mean, there was no way to tell Damon 
Edge, “Come on man, we’re going to play straight up rock and roll and we 
need a drummer, can you come out and gig with us?” We just weren’t going 
to get a normal thing out of him. Ba Ka Da was very scattered and didn’t get 
a whole lot of recording completed. But Chrome finished this album, and he 
went ahead and pressed a bunch of copies, and we spray painted the album 
covers up at his house in Berkeley. Gary and I wrote all the tunes. Mike sang 
’em and Damon and he wrote 
the words.

I asked Gary Spain what he re-
membered about his involvement 
and his former bandmates:

When John went up north, he 
contacted me and said they 
needed a bass player, and so I 
managed to get a bass for $20 
and took it up there in the spring 
of ’76. We were rehearsing in 
Mike Lowe’s backyard studio, 
and they had already laid down 
quite a few of the tracks at 
Mike’s house, so I added bass 
to most of that, maybe all of it. 
I think somebody else put bass 
on one or two songs. Damon Damon circa 1976. Photo: Steve Pacheco



pressured me to get better equipment, so I hit my dad up and bought a bass 
system. I stayed until my mother died in late ’77, and I went back up there 
after that and was still up in the Bay Area for several more months.

Mike Lowe was a real mellow guy who worked straight jobs. He was the most 
bourgeois of all of us artistic types, and very intelligent. I remember he and I 
had a long discussion about whether the two sequels to the science fiction book 
Dune were just ad hoc add-ons to capitalize on the success of Dune, or if Frank 
Herbert had really planned for them. It was such an intriguing discussion that 
I actually had to go back and read Dune again to look for signs. I think Mike 
had a law degree, in any case he had studied law and learned enough to file for 
bankruptcy so he could legally default on his college loan. Although he’s cred-
ited with guitar, he was mainly the singer and I don’t remember him playing 
any guitar. Maybe a little keyboard or something.

Discouraged by the lack of gigs or public response to their first album, Mike Lowe quit 
the band and nobody seems to have heard from him since. But before that, Damon had 
become friendly with the Mitchell Brothers, San Francisco’s notorious porno kingpins. 
Gary Spain recalls:

After Mike lost his house, we were working at Damon’s place, and the three 
of us were living in the Mitchell Brothers’ warehouse. I lived in the basement, 
Mike and John lived on another floor. We rehearsed on the top floor, surrounded 
by the leftover murals for their movie Sodom and Gomorrah. After that, I think 
Mike got disenchanted, or just went his own way naturally ... I don’t remember 
there being any great falling out or anything. He was a very mellow cat.

Damon, on the other hand, was totally lost in his own little universe. Let’s see 
if I can describe him. He definitely had a vision, but of course it was always 
changing back then. He had a kind of low opinion of people. A kind of elitist, 
look-down-his-nose attitude toward people. He was a foster kid of rich par-
ents and he had a trust fund, so he was never hurting for money, and he just 
had a loose attitude because he’d never really had to scrap to live. That’s my 
impression. His outlook was more plutocrat than bourgeois…

What most often happened between him and me was he’d be driving over the 
Bay Bridge and he’d think of some lyrical idea. He’d chant it into his little 
tape recorder, and he’d bring it to me and say, “Hey, can we make a song out 
of this?” And it almost never had any real melodic quality, but it would have 
something about it that would suggest a rhythm or a melody to me. I can 
chord anything, so I would turn it into a song. He couldn’t carry a tune, but I 
guess he had a reasonable sense of rhythm. He definitely had a sense of style.

I remember he was really impressed with some punk band, I don’t remember 
who, but they just came on and did like thirty minutes of the hardest hitting 
... just threw it right at you. And he once presented to me the idea that, if we 
ever did a live gig, he described what he wanted the impact to be, and he had 
a real sense of the style he wanted, which was a blitzkrieg concept. He didn’t 
want a band that would just get on stage and tune and then play some songs. 
He wanted to make an impact.

In a 1979 interview with Ray Farrell from the fifth issue of Another Room Magazine,   
Damon described the process:

Unused Damon Edge lyrics, circa 1977, courtesey of Gary Spain



When I write songs, they always come to me on the Bay Bridge. I’m just driv-
ing along and they come. I have no idea why. It always comes to me on the 
way back from San Francisco – underneath, which is the ugliest part of the 
bridge – I just get all these songs. But most of our stuff is not written before 
it’s recorded. There’s no set formula. No two songs were written or recorded 
the same way …

On the first album we had veto-land, you know, everybody agreed on every-
thing. That was idealistic but it didn’t work. The second album, I went “Oh 
fuck, this is crazy.” I got tired of making decisions that I knew were wrong, 
you know, just to make everybody feel at home. Not that I don’t want every-
body to feel like that, but I wanted to get a little more guts and direction. It 
was time to take control. The first album was too wishy-washy.

A couple years later, Damon was interviewed by Australian radio DJ Tony Barrell 
(who felt Chrome’s music was the closest musical approximation of the actual psy-
chedelic experience), and he explained his inspiration for naming the band:

I was always inspired by the Surrealist movement. I was reading an article 
about the shah of Iran, who in 1930 commissioned a Paris deco artist to in-
vent air conditioning for his car, and that’s how air conditioning was invent-
ed – the shah wanted air conditioning. So after that, he was so impressed he 
said, “Well, now build me this really far out mansion,” and so the guy built 
a mansion and he stuck a lot of Chrome in it. I was in the doctor’s looking at 
the magazine, and it seemed to give me a sense of design: Chrome, the metal 
itself is very high class, it’s very stated, it’s very minimal, and it has some-
thing deeper about it too, it reflects.

I asked Gary about their musical influences, and how affected they were by punk.

Well, this is the funny thing. The first album was very heavily influenced by 
contemporary English rock. You can tell even in the lyrics: “at the under-
ground” [from “Kinky Lover”] is the London word for the subway … We 
were all influenced by English rock of the 1970s, Traffic, Pink Floyd, things 
like that. I could never relate to the punk rock scene, though personally I liked 
new wave pop like The Cars and whatnot ... but the new wave thing started 
influencing us because those were the people that related to our music. But 
Damon Edge had his own ideas. He was influenced by acid punk, which was 
current in England at the time, or so he claimed.

He was also influenced by the song “Roxanne” by The Police. When that 
song came out, he played it to me, really excited. “You gotta hear this, it’s the 
most amazing sound!” He really loved it. I guess because it had a good drum 
beat, y’know?

Original insert for The Visitation, front and back.

ALIEN SOUNDTRACKS
“Three moons out tonight, everything so clean and white,
sure feels good from a different point of view” 

Chrome’s next recording project originated when Damon (still playing with John 
Lambdin and Gary Spain) got to know the Mitchell Brothers, who hired them to make 
some music as the soundtrack to be played in the new “Ultra Room” at the Mitchell 
Brothers’ O’Farrell Theater strip-club – the first live sex show with private booths in 
America. It was during this time that Damon started obsessively fiddling around with 
the tape machines after recording sessions, getting more enmeshed in the recording 
process and taking their music into provocative, even transgressive areas. Much of the 
experimental material ended up on their second LP Alien Soundtracks, but before that 
project was completed (according to Gary Spain)…

John went off the deep end on speed, and went into his paranoid phase, and 
wasn’t really quite all there. John’s one of the greatest guys in the world, but 
in that state of mind ... He left town to get his head together, so we needed a 
replacement.

When I first went up to San Francisco, there was a bar in North Beach called 
Gulliver’s where we could play and pass the hat at night. Helios Creed was 
one of the musicians I came across there, and we started playing together. He 
was playing acoustic steel string and I was playing fiddle, and I liked some of 
the stuff he did. Rock with a kind of folky edge. He and I were both heavily 

influenced by Jethro Tull. He still is, and I still am. They’re the only band I 
ever saw twice! So it was kind of in that vein. We played quite a bit at Gulliv-
er’s, and just because I rather liked Helios, I introduced him to Tom and they 
hit it off. They’re both Scorpios, and I had the sense not too long after that of 
... “What have I created?” Two Scorpios together who became this machine, 
and so that was the end of any possibility of John being part of it. At one point 
he was pretty pissed off that he was sidelined.

 
According to John Lambdin:

Once Tom had planted his recording studio up at his house in Berkeley, he 
was successfully barricaded, and Chrome became a Damon Edge project. 
And the project was really getting darker, which Mike wasn’t into. Since 
Damon was running the show, it kinda went wherever he wanted it to go, and 
it really did seem to be getting more paranoid, more narcissistic in a lot of 
ways. And I was good with that, because I was hanging around with witches 
and stuff. So I was bringing in more paranoia than anybody, but I really final-
ly lost the ball. I left Chrome before Alien Soundtracks had been completed. 
I was playing with a couple bands, and Gary was playing with a few folky 
people, and the one that actually looked like he had the stuff to take my place 
was Helios Creed. He had a loud voice, looked good, could play a few chords, 
it really worked.

By the time Alien Soundtracks was close to complete, I basically needed to 
evaporate. I came back to LA and went into an institution for six months. It’s 
formally called amphetamine psychosis, and it turns you into a ghostbuster. 



Fortunately for me, I’ve been able to bounce a few times.

In any case, the combination of Damon and Helios was a match made in 
heaven. They seemed to have the same agenda. And I was gone, so whatever 
they had of my recording, they could totally have. I mean, there was nothing 
I could do about it.

Barry Johnston (aka Helios Creed) was born into a Navy family, raised between Long 
Beach and San Diego, but spent his teenage years on various Hawaiian islands. In 
1972, he moved to San Francisco in hopes of starting a band.

Everybody told me, “No, you can’t make a band in SF. Everybody’s making 
bands in LA, you have to got to LA!” But I just hated LA, so I went to SF, but 
SF was dead. As far as music at the time, it was the hippie thing that was just 
narrowing down to blues and jazz. There wasn’t much going on until punk, 
until around the time I met Damon. Gary kept mentioning that he was in a 
band, and I asked who was in the band, and he goes “John and a guy named 
Damon.” I kept asking him questions: “What do you guys sound like?” And 
he goes, “We’re making a record.” And I go, “You’re making a record? How 
are you making a record?” I just kept asking him questions, because I always 
wanted to make a record. So, one day he brought this record The Visitation to 
me, and I listened to it, and I told Gary, “This is good, but you know what you 
guys need? You guys need me!” So I met John, and then finally I met Damon. 
The singer Mike split because nobody liked the record, and I auditioned as 
the new singer/guitar player.

After I joined, it was just me and 
Damon and Gary. At that point, 
we were gonna be like a trio punk 
band, that was the idea. But then 
Damon played me all these weird 
tapes, stuff he was messing around 
with after the recording sessions, 
and I go “God, that’s great!” He 
wasn’t even gonna use it! I said, 
“You’re more psychedelic than 
punk.” Just totally bizarre, back-
wards, weird songs. He and John 
and Gary made a lot of the stuff 
that was used on Alien Soundtracks 
before I joined. I went, “That stuff 
is great, man. We oughta be a psy-
chedelic punk band. That is better 
than our set.” So we decided that’s 
what we wanted to be. We started 
developing that at an early stage. 
We did some stuff all together, and 
then Damon and I worked on a lot 
of Alien Soundtracks by ourselves. 
John was too drugged out and had 
split, and when Gary moved back 
to LA it was just me and Damon.

I asked Helios what he remembered about his bandmate, whom he has described as 
a “brother.”

Damon was great, and we were buddies for a long time. He came from a 
wealthy family, so we were all jealous of that, ’cause half the time we were 
living on the street. Why’s this guy living in this house up in the hills? He 
was a weird guy. He talked slow, was always conscious of being overweight, 
always trying to lose weight. After he broke up with his girlfriend Amy, he 
was freaking out, and he’d eat like a coupla spoons of food a day. Once he 
got over her, he’d lost all this weight and had all these new girls. Damon was 
always afraid to have me over to meet his new girlfriend, or anybody! And I 
remember he used to get annoyed when I’d bring beer to the rehearsal and get 
drunk. He didn’t drink, didn’t smoke hardly any pot, didn’t do any drugs, he 
was pretty together back then.

According to Damon (again, from Ray Farrell’s interview in Another Room):

Some of my personally best inspirations are audial hallucinations. When I 
was in Morocco, I scored some really good keef. I got a lot of audial halluci-
nations on that drug, the way it was there. It’s different stuff they bring over 
here. But it’s unbelievable. It’s like the most audial hallucinatory drug I’ve 
ever had. I’d just sit in my hotel room and space out, floating in the universe, 
listening to my friends talking outside the room and listening to new Rolling 
Stones songs that they’ve never recorded. Like a whole radio show of gone 
stuff.

All we do is based on our drug experiences. Most of us have been stoned for 
years. I mean really ripped. Everybody in the band took a few years out to 
leave reality. But now when we’re doing something, we just want to utilize all 
those things into what we’re doing. But I like to listen when I’m stoned. We 
don’t play ripped often. One or two tracks we recorded when we were pretty 
fucked up. Yeah, it helps for certain moods.

During this period, Ray Farrell managed Rather Ripped Records in Berkeley, a store 
that championed lesser known artists and records one wouldn’t find at any other store. 
When I recently spoke to Ray, he recalled Damon fondly:

Early on, Damon brought in copies of The Visitation, but emphasized that the 
next record was going to be the important one. So when Alien Soundtracks 
came out, we did a window display for it, which I don’t think any other stores 
did. Rather Ripped was well known for its creative displays. Infamously, we 
celebrated The Residents’ Third Reich ’N Roll LP with a window display. 
Within hours a rock was thrown in the window, shattering the glass.

Damon was very enthusiastic and engaging, and quite a bit older than me, so 
I think he responded to my own enthusiasm for the records. As far as influ-
ences, I don’t recall him discussing anything specific, and my impression was 
he would be secretive about that kind of thing. We discussed science fiction 
and contemporary authors. Some people in the local punk scene were writing 
about J. G. Ballard, Philip K. Dick, the Burroughs/Gysin cut-ups, and he 
knew about them. The music was original enough that I didn’t think of it as 
belonging to an existing continuum.



When he brought Helios to the store, I noticed that together they had a slight-
ly more menacing vibe than Damon did by himself. Friendly nonetheless. On 
meeting Helios, I sensed that the duo knew what they wanted Chrome to be. 
They were both tall and, you know, big guys, and seemed like a good team. 
They knew how to cultivate a sense of mystery around their music, and didn’t 
seem to make any effort to fit into a particular scene; as I recall, they both had 
sort of shag haircuts. Helios seemed more like the mad scientist of the two, 
and was pretty quiet, while Damon was the pitch man.

Damon spoke about his bandmate (again, on the Australian radio show):

Helios and I were both heavily influenced by the psychedelic movement, 
though we liked a lot of the ideas more than most of the realities. But the ideas 
of exploration and tonal difference and, more than just writing a song but get-
ting an aura about your music, creating a real three-dimensional space with 
the music. And to do that in terms of song and rock n’ roll seemed to have a 
really appealing power, physically as well as mentally, psychically. And that’s 
what we’re doing. I don’t say trying, because we’re doing it.

Helios and I have been the nucleus ever since the real beginning. Not on 
the first record, but as soon as that was over, Helios and I met and getting 
in contact with all other people around us seemed meaningless, y’know? As 
soon as we started working together on Alien Soundtracks, the results were 
so obvious and things started going on for us immediately. We were together 
six months and stuff started flying. Both of us had been playing in bands and 
different situations, and we were looking for something that was really real, 
where you didn’t have to force it or make some relationship or tell someone 
to do this. We just had this feeling about the whole thing. We both liked the 
rhythm and the electronic aspect, and it was just perfect. Helios is really in-
credible.

In the early days, every song was a new concept on how to write a song. You 
take an album like Alien Soundtracks and you say, “How’d you write the first 
one?” We’d say, “Well, we did the guitar and drums then added bass and key-
board, then the vocals.” You go, “How’d you do the second one?” “We did 
the bass and drums then added the guitar, and then added the vocals, and cut it 
up, added some TV, then re-recorded this next part and spliced this on. And to 
do the third song, we did a drone and added the bass...” We just did so many 
things, and had to approach things so differently in terms of what instrument 
was even going down first, and we found it broadened our perspective of 
music, the actual feelings we could get from different approaches. And after 
finding all those feelings available – not to say that we found every feeling – 
but we’re much more aware of where we can go now.

After those first few albums, we started listing other weird names on the al-
bums to give the impression we were a real band because we thought people 
would think that was more hip. Since nobody knew who we were anyway, 
it didn’t seem to matter, and we just listed ourselves first. But nobody else 
existed. John L. Cyborg doesn’t exist.

Close to a decade ago, a 1/4-inch reel-to-reel tape surfaced on the internet labeled 
Ultra Soundtrack, featuring early versions of some of the songs on Alien Soundtracks: 

a longer, instrumental version of 
“Slip It To The Android,” “Nova 
Feedback” without the short in-
tro, and a much longer version of 
“Magnetic Dwarf Reptile”; all pre-
sumably handed over to the Mitch-
ells for their consideration. The 
first two of these tracks, along with 
“Pharaoh Chromium” (sung by Da-
mon, with backing guitars by Mike 
Lowe) were completed before He-
lios joined the band, while “ST37” 
(sung by Gary) and the final version 
of “Magnetic Dwarf Reptile” fea-
ture all four members. It’s possible that all of these were presented for use in the Ultra 
Room (as might have been the remaining five songs on Alien Soundtracks, credited to 
Creed/Edge). Whatever the case, according to Helios, the material they recorded was 
rejected outright by the Mitchells as “too weird,” although by Gary Spain’s account, 
the project was shelved due to legal trouble acquiring a city permit for the radical 
new wank space. In the interview from Another Room, Damon described the scene 
vividly:

The Mitchell Brothers said, “We need some music in three days.” I’d worked 
on sets with them. I helped to make the Sodom and Gomorrah set. That was 
bizarre. We ran around with acoustic instruments while chicks were giving 
guys blow jobs and getting fucked. We made it and I don’t know if they ever 
played it past the first night. All these straight business guys were there and 
it was too gone. And so they started putting on heavy breathing with a little 
background disco. It was pretty surreal. These chicks would come up and 
spread their cheeks in front of you, all sorts of things …

The music may not have worked out for its intended environment, but anyone shop-
ping for unusual records in 1978 would likely have taken notice of the album that 
eventually resulted. Although the homemade collage, sloppy scrawl, and general 
“fuck you” look of punk were not unfamiliar by then, the purple monochromatic cov-
er of Alien Soundtracks was at once absurd, dadaistic and distinctly science-fictional, 
a combination you didn’t see much in punk or psychedelic records at the time. Some-
one (read: Damon) had gone wild with an exacto blade and détourned a photo of a 
suburban housewife lounging in a carpeted den (no doubt lifted from a mid-’60s mag-
azine or interior design catalog), gluing two giant eyes in the windows and a mouth 
over the patterned rug, to form a ghostly face looking out at you. While contemporary 
bands like Tubeway Army, Ultravox! and even Blondie all flirted with science fiction 
themes in their music, few wore the influence as prominently as Chrome. Most who 
glanced at their second record, let alone bought it and listened to it, probably didn’t 
know what to make of it, as it had virtually no precedent. Truly, is there anything else 
in the world that sounds quite like “Slip It To The Android”? According to Helios:

A lot of people hated the record, but we had fun making it. I would often sing 
spontaneous lyrics, and sometimes we’d jot it down, like on “The Monitors,” 
and Damon would add these messed up voices to it later. I sang lead on the 
songs “Chromosome Damage,” “Pygmies In Zee Park” and “All Data Lost.” 



A lot of those songs, he recorded the drums, then I laid down the bass, guitar 
and vocals, we were just putting it together ourselves. He sang “SS Cygni” – 
all that “dancing in the shadows” stuff. I added a bunch of guitar to “Magnetic 
Dwarf Reptile” and the voice saying, “Don’t do that!” That was a total ... We 
just turned the TV on and that came on perfectly. “Pat Stevens” was from a 
commercial. We’d just turn on the TV to soap operas.

Actually, it was when Damon played me “Nova Feedback” that he totally 
blew my mind. I said, “You gotta put this on the record. It’s better than the 
Sex Pistols.” That was done before I got involved. Gary played a sped-up bass 
solo that sounds like a guitar, and a flanged hi-hat. Yeah, when they played me 
that I thought Damon was a great producer.

“Slip It To The Android” knocked me out. I added the backwards voice. It’s a 
weird drum beat; all of a sudden the downbeat would be the upbeat. Damon’s 
drumming was incredible. John was doing what Damon called his “whiny 
guitar sound”. Gary on violin.

Gary credits John with much of the violin playing, which he deems “Stravinsky-es-
que musings of the first order.” I asked Helios how they got Gary to sing like that on 
“ST37.”

We put some gravel in his mouth. (Laughter.) That’s just the way Gary sang. 
That was a song we all made together and Gary sang. Damon and I made 
the tape loop at the beginning: “Oh-h-h web.” There’s a band in Texas called 
ST37 that I played with. The song was named after a mouthwash.

According to Gary: “To me it was the name of a gargle, but to Tom it was the name 
of a star.”

Original xerox insert from Alien Soundtracks LP by Damon Edge

HALF MACHINE LIP MOVES
“I can feel the void of a world surreal”

Gary Spain stuck it out in SF for a little while, but went back to LA when he could no 
longer support himself, and the pair of Scorpios with colorful sobriquets continued 
to play music together, effectively becoming a two-man recording project. Gary was 
credited on Chrome’s next LP Half Machine Lip Moves for material he’d recorded 
earlier, while John Lambdin was relegated to “data memory” as (the first) John L. Cy-
borg, a pseudo-entity that would continually crop up on liner credits. A couple years 
later, Gary and John formed a band called The Bent (another story for another time). 
According to Gary:

After we left Chrome, John and I never gave it a second thought. We lost 
touch, then two decades or so later, we found out it had gone on to produce 
a legacy, and that there were actually people around who had heard of it, and 
we were flabbergasted! Honestly, we never expected it would go anywhere. 
We had noticed at the time that two Scorpios were a powerful mix into which 
little else could intrude.

While the playful, spaced-out vibe of The Visitation still lingers in a few songs on 
Alien Soundtracks, Half Machine Lip Moves finds Chrome in full possession of the 
over-the-top style for which they would become widely known and respected in the 
world of underground, experimental rock. The combined, isolated energy of Helios 
and Damon resulted in what many consider their best work, and certainly their most 
cohesive album to that point – if such a word can describe the complete musical 
pandemonium therein: Helios’ ragged and piercingly beautiful guitars, Damon’s rude 
synth bursts and thunderous 4/4 beats with the crazy tom-tom fills, both raving and 
crooning in heavily distorted voices about zombies, pygmies, aliens, androids, and 
mad bombers. Although they would go on to many different styles and permutations, 
these early albums, mostly recorded on a Revox 4-track reel-to-reel machine, are 
often cited as a huge influence by innumerable musicians and bands, and even as pre-
cursors to the cyberpunk genre of science fiction literature.

At the time, the idea of playing live shows was something Damon considered “obso-
lete, man.” Preferring to take their time in the studio, he and Helios honed their sound 
into something unique and increasingly disturbing. Although, like Alien Soundtracks, 
much of Half Machine Lip Moves was cobbled together from recordings of live jam 
sessions, spliced, tweaked, and twisted into often unrecognizable forms, in actuality 
Chrome records from this period feature plenty of straight-ahead rock songs – but few 
last more than a couple bars before splintering off into backwards TV voices and other 
seemingly haphazard sonic manglings – a crazy-quilt mixing technique developed by 
Edge, incorporating what he referred to as “the random element” – all calculated to 
transport the listener into a brutal yet richly detailed delirium.

Overall the beats on this album are heavier, the guitars harsher, and the instrumen-
tation increasingly diverse; in addition to drums and Moogs, Damon is now credited 
with playing “machine guitars, organ, Buchla synths, barbecue and industrial per-
cussion electrified, tape effects.” Vocals are more heavily distorted than ever, often 
punctuated by creepy laughter and bestial grunts, all conveying a sense of queasy, 
otherworldly hilarity. On “Zombie Warfare” Damon growls, “I feel it like a scientist 
… I can’t let you down” through a feedbacking megaphone, while “March of The 

Chrome Police,” finds Helios directing a ridiculous tirade at Russia, snarling “A cold 
clammy bombing will ruin your town.” According to Helios:

Damon described that song to me, wrote down the lyrics, told me how he 
wanted it to be, and I actually put it together. He laid down the drums, and 
explained how he wanted the guitar to be, so I came up with the guitar and 
the straight ahead bass riff. We wrote it together, but it originally came out 
of his head. All the grunting and laughter on that song was Damon. He was 
influenced by Pere Ubu. And he sang the second half too. [“Fundamental! 
Monumental!”]

Similarly, with “Abstract Nympho,” Damon came up with the line, “I want you to 
be my dog” as a response to the Stooges’ song, “I Wanna Be Your Dog.” Helios 
added the verses and sang the lead, with Damon bellowing in response, “Ya gotta 
be my dog” over and over. While it’s usually easy to distinguish Damon’s more gut-
tural voice from Helios’ nasal crooning, they often sang together, at times seeming 
to mimic one another, blending in a miasma of distortion and reverb. On “Creature 
Eternal,” Damon sputters incoherently about “living with the zombies ... grown like 
vegetables on the shock table” until Helios begins warbling about “the light of dawn” 
and “the night’s cold air.” In a similar vein, on the album’s title track Helios bellows 
into a toilet paper tube, sounding like a cross between Bing Crosby and Boris Karl-
off: “They’re moving on to passion times, but does the world for your love resemble 
mine?” until Damon bursts in with his diabolical thug routine: “I saw you, in the zoo, 
in the parking lot. Can’t you see what you need you’ve already got?!” (Actually, He-
lios’ singing on this record and Alien Soundtracks sounds closest to Texan folk-rocker 





Shawn Phillips – a huge influence on him – especially on “Pygmies In Zee 
Park.”) I asked Helios how the record’s title came about.

That was Damon. He came up with most of our titles and stories. One 
day we were sitting in the car and he came up with that. He said it 
and I said, “How’d you come up with that?” He had been looking at 
a dumpster that was halfway open and the mouth of a bum that was 
open with the dumpster. The bum was parallel with the dumpster, and 
his mouth was open with the dumpster. And Damon looked at it, and 
said ,“Half machine lip moves” I said, “Man, that’s perfect.”

Like all great rock and roll, Chrome was about raw, primal emotion, but they 
were also tapping into rarefied psychological states in the listener, and these 
records can evoke truly bizarre visions. The mummified photo-portraits on the 
front and back cover, taken by Damon’s then-girlfriend Amy James (who also 
played flute on “Magnetic Dwarf Reptile”), were clearly an homage to George 
Lucas’ dystopian science fiction film THX-1138 (also referenced in the song 
title, “March of The Chrome Police”); likewise, Alien Soundtracks features 
numerous references to the 1969 science-fiction movie The Monitors, and 
scrawled on the lyric insert is a magical phrase from the 1951 film The Day 
the Earth Stood Still. The music itself is full of wild imagery, and though over-
all not a pretty picture, it is undeniably vivid and cinematic; but rather than 
a single movie, it’s like a bunch of exploitation trailers spliced and diced to-
gether for maximum disorientation, populated by roaming zombies, mad war 
criminals, body snatching aliens, and deranged sex fiends. At once appallingly 
crude and daringly sophisticated, their densely layered, homemade produc-
tions feature mystery upon mystery buried in the mixes. (Heck, I’ve been dig-
ging these albums for over 30 years, and I still hear new things in them! How 
many records can you say that about?) Half Machine Lip Moves closes with a 
driving space rock instrumental, “Critical Mass,” which, according to Helios, 
came about from listening to a lot of Pink Floyd’s 1971 masterpiece Meddle.

By the time we made that album, it was just me and Damon, but we 
used some old tapes, so there’s a little bit of Gary in there, and maybe 
some of John Lambdin’s playing too. But the first song we actually 
recorded together was “TV As Eyes,” back in ’77 I guess. Just a cou-
ple microphones in a room. Gary’s playing bass, Damon on drums, 
I’m playing guitar and singing. That was the first thing we did, as part 
of our punk set, and we just spliced it onto something backward, and 
made it happen y’know? That ended up on Half Machine Lip Moves. 
I don’t remember why it didn’t go on Alien Soundtracks, guess it just 
didn’t really work there.

So there you have it, a little known fact: The first thing Helios Creed recorded 
with Chrome was the opening track of their third LP.

Original Half Machine Lip Moves insert



NO HUMANS ALLOWED
(Compilation LP including Read Only Memory and Inworlds)

“Looking down the street, tomorrow is an alien”

Attention started pouring in from Europe around this time, and Damon was able to 
strike a deal with the UK label Beggars Banquet, who financed their next LP. But 
before, Helios relates, they spent “a few days in Damon’s living room studio, sitting 
around and smoking opium.” The result of this brief, creative binge was a unified suite 
of five sound-art pieces, each containing sonic elements featured in the others, all of 
which ended up on the EP Read Only Memory. According to the record’s poster insert, 
it was mastered in England, and was released on their own label Siren Records in con-
junction with the UK label Red Records (which at that point seems to have released 
only one other record, an EP by British postpunk band The Lines, but would soon put 
out stuff by the New York industrial funk band Material and former Soft Machine-ist 
Hugh Hopper, among others); if memory serves, there were never any factory-shrink-
wrapped copies, which would indicate a distinctly European manufacture.

For better or worse, Read Only Memory may be Chrome’s most puzzling record of all. 
At once formless and highly clarified, it seems to distill the essential collage element 
of their music, while omitting anything overtly rock. And yet, for all its free-form 
abstractness this music could certainly not be called atmospheric or ambient – at least 
not in the usual sense of the terms. Perhaps closer in spirit to Throbbing Gristle or 
avant garde composers like John Cage or Stockhausen, it evokes a uniquely abrasive, 
dystopian environment, simultaneously hilarious and threatening. One could argue it 



would be their least memorable record, but for the intrusion of their maddest “song” 
of all, a truly disturbed stretch of tapework that features a jaw-dropping spoken word 
performance by Helios, detailing the identity problems, Freudian anxieties, and vam-
piric lust of an unimaginable, futuristic creature identified simply as “The Jaw,” who 
unburdens himself in a series of dryly intoned couplets spread out over a Moog Taurus 
bass pedal riff and distorted guitar drones. I’m almost scared to try and decipher Da-
mon’s vocals in the “variable speed section”; the only line I can make out is “In front 
of the crowd” (title of the preceding track).

Largely instrumental, much of Read Only Memory’s eerie, shifting 
dronescape is dominated by a backwards tape loop from a contem-
poraneous instrumental version of Public Image Ltd.’s Python-es-
que “Fodderstompf” called “Megga mix” (found on the B-side of 
their 12-inch “Death Disco” single). The reversed shuffle of PiL 
drummer Jim Walker’s hi-hat and inverted Jah Wobble bass riff are 
among the record’s most distinctive sounds. The entire EP was in-
cluded as the second side of the Chrome compilation No Humans 
Allowed, originally released in 1982 with the original Chrome box 
set and again by the Italian label, Expanded Music; sadly, when 
Dossier Records re-issued it in 1990 that side was somehow mas-
tered backwards, leaving the PiL track nearly intact and rendering 
the vocals unintelligible, pretty well destroying the record’s impact.

The xerox-degraded collage on the front cover of Read Only Mem-
ory was Helios’ handiwork, and features images of himself and 
Damon dressed up as characters from Stanley Kubrick’s ultra-vi-
olent movie A Clockwork Orange, taken from the same Jamison 
Goodman photo session as that on the back cover of Subterranean 
Modern. (Peter Principle of Tuxedomoon told me he recalled once 
seeing them around SF dressed in these outfits: “I asked them what 
was up with the droog get-ups and they just gave me attitude.”) He-
lios insists the female figure’s collaged eyeball-head predates The 
Residents’ eyeball-headmasks, which appeared around the same 
time. According to a sticker affixed to the cover, the record was 
the soundtrack for an upcoming movie. Although the movie never 
materialized, the record does contain their most straightforward-
ly cinematic moments. Without anything resembling a traditional 
song or even a recognizable melody, they managed to create a set 
of highly evocative, synesthetic motifs open to subjective visual 
interpretation in each listener’s personal auditorium. I asked Helios 
if Read Only Memory was actually made for a movie.

No. Maybe Damon was talking to someone. A lot of 
things were talked about but never happened. There was 
another movie we were supposed to be in that somebody 
approached us about. It was going to be about this big 
record company owned by these parents who get killed 
in a car accident, so when their kids take over the record 
company, they sign their favorite band which would be 
Chrome. I really hoped they’d make that, but it never hap-
pened. Some producer’s idea. But everybody hated the 
records. Everybody hated the band.

Be that as it may, a couple years later Chrome would have crowds around the block 
for their one and only live performance in San Francisco, shortly after having been 
flown 6000 miles to play a festival in Bologna, Italy.
 

“I know you want to fry!”

Despite consistently skeptical or downright hostile reviews in British music papers 
like New Musical Express, Record Mirror, and Sounds, “TV As Eyes” and “Abstract 
Nympho” had become minor hits in England, Germany, and on US college radio sta-
tions, and Chrome was offered a generous deal by the UK record label Beggars Ban-
quet, allowing them to set up their arsenal of noisemaking devices at Oliver DiCicco’s 
SF-based Mobius Recording Studio during the summer of 1979. The time spent at 
Mobius would prove to be an extended period of fertile creativity for Chrome, and 
after delivering a few sublime, raucous tracks to their friends at Ralph Records for 
the compilation Subterranean Modern, they completed their fourth LP in early 1980, 
painstakingly recorded over a period of several months.

Considered by many to be their magnum opus, Red Exposure continued to explore 
themes of kinky, futuristic alienation, but with considerably more polished produc-
tion – not that different from what they’d been doing on 4-track machines in Damon’s 
living room, but now they had sixteen tracks and a professional engineer to relieve 
them of the constant struggle for audio fidelity. Rather than fragments spliced togeth-
er, most of the songs on Red Exposure follow verse-chorus structure, accentuated by 
densely layered electronic textures. The primal rock and creepy humor are still there, 
yet the music exudes a subtlety, restraint, and elegance largely absent from their earli-
er work. With Oliver DiCicco, they had found a new collaborator to help give form to 
their pictures. Before contacting Oliver, I discovered that in the years since working 
with Chrome he had built many stunning musical sculptures  (oliverdicicco.com). He 
explained that he came from a background in experimental and electronic music, and 
really enjoyed working with Damon and Helios:

I was into prepared stuff, and musique concrète, and I was interested in find-
ing different ways to get sounds, and those guys were totally into being ex-
perimental, and so it just kind of fit. At night I was recording their stuff, and 
during the day I was working on this new age album for Windham Hill. The 
contrast was so bizarre. The song title “New Age” was a reference to that.

I was never really a member of the band, but I think I had something to do 
with their sound, at least on the records we did together. I mean, they didn’t 
have anything written when they came into the studio. Basically it was all 
improvised. I was a pretty new engineer at the time, but we kind of all worked 
on it together. I was involved creatively, but it was definitely their thing. They 
had final say, but I contributed some ideas, even a couple snippets of lyric. 
“Meet You In The Subway” was one of my lines. I said, “Damon, that sound 
reminds me of subway wheels screeching.” I was credited on the album as 
John L. Cyborg, which was kind of a running pseudonym they had going …

It was an interesting time with those guys. They were an underground band, 
and people didn’t dig ’em that much back then. That was the feeling I got, 
and I think they were a little frustrated. I think the European community was 
more into them, but here it didn’t fit in with the punk scene or anything. It was 
pretty much ahead of its time, I thought.

During the recording of Red Exposure, Damon spoke to sympathetic journalist Mi-
chael Goldberg (who went on to great success in the field) for an NME article about 
Subterranean Modern:

The Canadian release of Red Exposure (bottom left) featured the same cover images as the UK release (top right), with the front and back reversed.



Nobody else was going to release our stuff. It was too weird. No record com-
pany president in his right mind would have released Alien Soundtracks. It 
was too gone. We didn’t want to kiss ass. Didn’t want to have to play some 
high school scene for people to like us. And if they really liked us and they 
thought we were okay, then we’d be let out into the world and it would be 
okay. Forget it, man! I don’t have to ask anybody’s permission. 
I don’t care! I mean, we want to communicate. We’re not some 
bombed out hippies making tapes just for ourselves.

I like rock. It’s got the primal essence. I wanted to make some-
thing which would be a foundation for a unit to abstract from.

There’s earth and the Western World. And in the Western World, 
there are those entertainment zones and performing zones. And 
we’re on the outside of that ... We live a rebel kind of existence 
… There’s us and them. We’re outside of everything.

What this city means to me is the last stand on American ground. 
People who don’t fit in anywhere else come here. That’s why the 
bridge is so popular to jump off. There’s no place else to go in 
America. If you can’t relate artistically in San Francisco … you 
jump off the bridge.

Goldberg actually seemed to get them, describing the as yet unre-
leased tracks, “Eyes On Mars” and “Animal” as “oozing from the 
speakers like an inorganic blob rising from a pool of radioactive 
industrial waste … as disconcerting as anything on their previous 
three albums … Only the sound has grown. The material on Sub 
Mod and the newer pieces represent Chrome’s first recording in a 
16-track studio. It’s the difference between black and white TV and 
color. 16 tracks have allowed Chrome to flesh out the subtleties and 
creeping horror of their excavations into the subconscious. Layer on 
layer of disconnected/fractured voices, synthesized industrial debris 
and guitar notes that seem to hang on for eternity, before dripping 
off the tape.”

In the months to come, however, British reviewers were not so sym-
pathetic. Writing for NME, Paul Rambali (an influential UK critic 
who really should know better) compared Red Exposure unfavorably 
to Martin Rev’s solo record: “Chrome are a good limited stimulus 
for the imagination, but leave no really deep or lasting impression … 
cold and obvious.”

Phil Sutcliffe, in Sounds, offers: “Red Exposure might be a tongue-
in-cheek arty con trick, but I suspect the performers are deluded too, 
which places the album in the bracket of sheer pretension … weird 
noises on guitars and keyboards with an often dominant bass drum 
and the crotchety traction-engine puffing of electronic percussion 
… never rises above the level of a Hammer horror soundtrack. The 
vocals are whispered and gargled through gawd-knows-what proces-
sors and digital delayers. The only advantage of this is that you can’t 
hear the words, which the inner sleeve reveal (sic) to be extremely 

silly. Nonetheless these chaps are so pleased with themselves they want to take credit 
for every little noise you hear, so among the instruments listed are ‘backwards hi-hat’ 
and ‘mutated guitars’.” After comparing them unfavorably to The Beatles (I kid you 
not), he concludes the review with a long list of insulting terms from his thesaurus.

Damon and Helios, 1980 © 2014 Ruby Ray



Reviewing the British release of Half Machine Lip Moves in Record Mirror, Mark 
Perry (not the same guy, by the way, who founded the band Alternative TV and the 
classic ’70s punk zine Sniffin’ Glue) deems it: “totally unbearable to listen to. Heavy 
metal meets a squashed brain. Chrome are experts at making an incredible racket for 
no apparent reason. They’re the Residents without the brain and Throbbing Gristle 
through a mincer … I can’t understand why Beggars Banquet have bothered to release 
it again, there’s plenty of rubbish in our own country without going overseas.”

And reviewing it in Sounds, Terry Sanai finds they fall short of Simple Minds: “I’ve 
no idea who Chrome are, and listening to their record has made me painfully edgy. 
Not a good omen, eh, boys? Or rather shop-window dummies, as the cover so sub-
tly implies … This band have combined gum-chewing American vocals, stylised via 
voice-distorter, a lot of synth cacophony, plus heavy-metal guitar thrashings … a good 
many twiddly noises and neuro-bangs … no melody … no hint of passion or emo-
tional depth of any kind. Just bang bang screech screech … I can find no excuse for 
ugliness, pretension and fraudulence of this kind.”

As early as 1978, French publisher/record label Sordide Sentimental devoted six pag-
es of favorable coverage to Chrome – in the form of obscure semiotics of questionable 
relevance to the band, but hey. Still, for a band supposedly beloved in Europe, Chrome 

found their most well-attuned interviewers in hometown zines Search & Destroy and 
Another Room, though the most sympathetic article appeared in the June 1981 issue 
of SF’s Damage magazine. In an article called “The Communication Warriors,” writ-
er D. W. Person advised readers to listen to Chrome with headphones, “not only be-
cause they allow the intricacies to be found and appreciated, but because, at base, the 
music is fundamentally cerebral, almost necessitating a way of bringing it into closer 
proximity to the brain. Listening through earphones, the two highpoints of the music 
are revealed: The rocky high-energy contacts with the street fusing with the moments 
of pure surrealism, sound that surrounds you like a dream.”

All Chrome LPs include Damon’s hand-scrawled lyric sheets and inserts with de-
tailed instrumentation credits and personal acknowledgements, and in this regard Red 
Exposure is no different, if a bit more polished; likewise the luminescent, paint-splat-
tered cover art by Beggars Banquet’s art director Malti Kidia (who also designed their 
ultra-slick Gary Numan releases). As ever, their lyrical approach is a mixed bag of 
doomy alienation, crazed rants, whimsical consumerist metaphors (Helios declares 
himself “Anti-Fade”), infusing new life into rudimentary rhyme schemes. During the 
same Damage interview, Damon admits to keeping lyrics elusive “because they mean 
more that way...”

Anytime we get into writing anything that says too much directly, I seem to 
think it loses something. I like hidden things – they’re more attractive. I hate 
lyrics really. We write them because we hear sounds from voices and they say 
these things and we don’t even know what they say. A lot of times we record 
them and then find out what we’ve said later. They don’t make any sense and 
that’s why we like them. They’re not thought out – there’s no brain acupunc-
ture going on.

 Mobius Studios documents, courtesy of Joe Dupre.

Left: Safety master list for Red Exposure, side 1 (originally slated to be side B). Note the different song titles (“The New Age” instead of “New Age”, “Paradise” instead of 
“Rm. 109”, “Military” instead of “Jonestown”); also “Informations” was originally intended to close this side, replaced by “Static Gravity,” recorded half a year later.

Above: Recording track sheets for “Last Resort” (working title for “Static Gravity”) and “The Way It Should Be” (working title for “Animal”).



If I hear a sound, I get an image, and I work to create more of the image with 
the sound. So like, I hear a sound first, then I get an image, then I get an idea 
of where that image should go, and then I try to create the sound to go there. 
We make pictures for people’s heads.

Oliver DiCicco speculated candidly about where these pictures came from:

As I recall, Helios was pretty spacey. I mean, we were going to record a bass 
part or something, and you’d have to go and plug his bass in for him. He was 
kind of a spaceman in a lot of ways, but he could really play. He had that SG 
guitar, or SG Junior, I forget what it was, and he could get a lot of sounds out 
of that thing. I think he’s a fairly natural musician in a lot of ways. Damon 
was kind of an edgier guy. He was definitely the more aggressive of the two, 
and I thought he was making music that was better than his musicianship, 
if you know what I mean. I think of Lennon and McCartney. Neither one of 
them on their own was The Beatles. But Chrome definitely had something.

Now I didn’t realize it at the time, not when we were making the first record, 
but later on it sort of became apparent that something was up with Damon. 
But it was hard to tell what drugs those guys were into. I think Helios liked 
to smoke pot in the studio, I can’t remember, but they both seemed like they 
were on something. That was always the impression I got. Helios was toasted, 
but he was definitely more mellow. Damon was a dark guy. I mean, he had a 
sense of humor and all. I remember we used to take breaks and drive down 
to Pier 39 and ride the bumper cars, and gang up on little kids. (Laughter.)
I have one memory of Damon in the studio: We were looking for this back-
beat sound and we got a 55-gallon drum in there. He’s playing it with a two-
by-four, smoking a cigarette, and there’s wood splinters flying everywhere 
while he’s doing this take. There he is in this pall of smoke, just beating the 
hell out of this drum to get this cool backbeat sound.

I don’t remember titles of the stuff, I just sort of remember sessions. If I went 
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into the basement and pulled out those tapes and looked at track sheets, I 
might have a little more information about what was what. They were here 
for a while. At the time it seemed to me like they had a big budget. It may 
have only been like $10,000 or something, but that went a long way back 
then. They ended up owing me like two grand. I think the bill came out to ten 
grand, and I got like eight of it. And then (laughs) I let Damon come back and 
do the next thing, which I did get paid for, although I never did see that oth-
er money. Then Damon disappeared to Europe, and I never heard from him 
again. I heard that he died. I don’t even know the circumstances of his death.

In fact I still have their masters sitting in my basement, that I’m owed money 
for. Now they’re probably unplayable. There was a certain vintage of tape in 
the ’80s, if it’s been stored for a long time they have to be baked before they 
can play. I haven’t gone back and listened to any of this stuff, so I don’t even 
know what’s on there any longer.

When I told Joe Dupre (who runs the Chrome website staticwhitesound.com/Chrome) 
about these tapes, he contacted Oliver and bought them for the missing two grand. 
They baked the tapes before transferring them to Joe’s computer, and soon discovered 
they were filled with unreleased songs, mostly unfinished but nonetheless delightful 
and revelatory. (We discussed using them for this box set, but Joe eventually sold 
the tapes to Helios, who was able to mix them into a presentable double-LP entitled 
Half Machine From The Sun.) While going over the studio track sheets from Mobius, 
something else came to light: “Static Gravity” (one of Chrome’s best songs ever) was 
recorded several months after the rest of the album, and shortly before the LP was 
released, it took the place of the comparatively drab “Informations,” which ended up 
as the B-side of the single featuring the LP’s opening track, “New Age” (which Helios 
and I agree features some of Damon’s most effective words and singing).

Despite sprawling, somnolent soundscapes like “Night of The Earth” and “Isolation,” 
Red Exposure failed to chart – but seriously, one can’t help but wonder what might 
have happened if they’d chosen the manic, Devo-esque pop of “Electric Chair” for 
the single, instead of the woozy, downbeat “New Age.” (As a DJ, I’ve gotten crowds 
moving to “Electric Chair” and “Eyes On Mars,” while “New Age” invariably clears 
the floor.) The videos they made to promote the single feature Helios behind the 
drums and singing, though in reality he did neither; if you look closely, you can see 
him mouthing the words to “New Age” as they appear (incorrectly) on the lyric sheet. 
In any case, Damon traveled to England to promote the video, where he spoke with 
sympathetic journalist John Gill, mostly about greenbelt zones and ecological stabil-
ity. A month later, he was arrested at Gatwick airport for carrying a starter pistol, but 
managed to squeeze out of trouble (a typically smug Sounds reporter using the name 
Jaws remarked on the incident, “Shame they didn’t put him away for good”) and ren-
dezvous in Paris with his lovely, new wife Fabienne Shine, singer for the French rock 
band Shakin’ Street. Damon had met Fabienne at a Ramones concert at the Oakland 
Coliseum in October 1979, and they were married the following year. Fabienne would 
sing on Chrome records, and in recent years she released a record called No Mad No-
mad. (That’s Damon Damon, spelled backwards.)

I was standing in the audience watching The Ramones, and he just came to 
talk to me, just like that. In the dark, I didn’t even see him. I just heard a big 
voice, and some very spooky vibes. At the time I was touring around the 
States with my band, we were signed to CBS Records. I was touring when I 

met him, so I couldn’t see him a lot. I was going from town to town, jumping 
from one plane to another. It was difficult, but he kind of got seduced by the 
glamour of touring. He couldn’t believe it. He wanted that....

Damon was unique. An extremely dark person. Very mysterious, and very 
good-looking, before he started drinking. Very creative, very poetic. A dream-
er. He was extremely interesting, intelligent, absolutely adorable, a wonderful 
person, but hard to get along with and not always fair. A bit spoiled and very 
possessive, jealous, always suspicious of everyone. Un monstre sacré … A 
Sacred Monster, he identified with that term ...

I was so busy myself, I was gone a lot. Those years were my favorite years 
because I was so busy. I didn’t have time to see anything bad. Everything 
was beautiful. But I did notice, I was in conflict with him for his personality, 
because I did notice that he wasn’t fair with people. He was not giving credit 
to people who helped him, a lot. Like, an engineer who actually mixed his 
album ... He was always saying, “I did this, I mixed this, I produced this.” 
And I said, “Listen, you know you didn’t mix this. He did it! I’m a witness.” 
I started to realize that he wasn’t fair. A total megalomaniac.

We stayed married for eleven years, but he started drinking heavily, so I had 
to leave. Heavily, like insane. And also heroin. We went to France in ’84, and 
it was very fashionable. We stayed four years in California, we were not tak-
ing any drugs. We were just very socially – stoned. I mean, nothing special. 
We went to France, and heroin was very fashionable. It’s very easy to get it 
over there. It’s a terrible drug. It started changing his personality. He was be-
coming – you know what a drug addict is. It’s very unfortunate. He lost a lot 
to drugs. I stayed because I thought he would change. I left because he was 
becoming bizarre, crazy, you know. He was going to a psychiatrist. As soon 
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as Damon started to drink and take drugs, he became suspicious, paranoid, 
agoraphobic, and – what is it when you hear voices? – schizophrenic. He had 
them all, and his parents had a lot of money and were paying for the doctors. 
He was going every week, from 1987. He was constantly listening to voices, 
seeing things, hearing things. He was ill. His mind was not functioning nor-
mally. Oh, he was bad. Thank God I never heard voices – yet! (Laughter.)

After a while, he was drinking so much that he couldn’t walk, he was falling 
everywhere, in the streets. He couldn’t drive anymore. He was totally self-de-
structive. Everything has to be destroyed. He was crazy. He was adopted, 
you know? I believe he never recovered from that. He was spoiled to death. 
His mother loved him. They were hard-working people, and they were very 
nice to him. He was not nice to them. No. He was very spoiled. I mean, he 
was nice; he was very loving, adorable. He loved animals, children. He loved 
people. But he was weird, eccentric, an extremely weird person.

I have a photo of Damon. We were taking photographs in a subway in Paris, 
in a little booth. We took photos together, then him alone and me alone, after. 
And I was waiting for the photos to come out, and in the photo, he had toilet 
paper all around his face, like a mummy. (Laughter) It was fantastic. He was 
very artistic in his craziness.

But he was doing really well at that time, working with Helios. I think it was 
the best work he ever did – I shouldn’t say that, he did some good recording 
in France. But the real Chrome is Damon and Helios. I mean, come on.

Damon and Fabienne, circa 1985, photo by Benjamin Wisse



“Why you look at me like that?
You make believe it’s all a dream, you know I know better than that”
 
Beggars Banquet supposedly pressed over 30,000 copies of Red Exposure (including 
Canadian, Japanese, and Australian editions) and Chrome was said to be their second 
top selling artist of 1980 after Gary Numan. Whether or not this is accurate, in 1981 
they were put on a subsidiary label for American artists called Don’t Fall Off The 
Mountain (although Helios thinks the label’s name – the title of Shirley MacLaine’s 
first memoir – was a subtle injunction directed at Damon and himself not to go off the 
deep end with drugs or insanity, this seems doubtful, as the label’s first release was 
from the Boston band Human Sexual Response), and in March of that year a 12-inch 
single entitled Inworlds was released. When Damage critic Person had asked about 
the considerably less abrasive sound of Red Exposure. Damon replied:

We just felt we had projected a lot of darkness without relief, and we were 
sort of sick of it. We just had to get something else out of our systems. We’d 
done Alien Soundtracks, Half Machine Lip Moves, Sub Mod, and all that stuff 
was just really, you know, “heavy gestapo rock” or whatever the English press 
called it ... So we just wanted to get into something that had a few dreamy 
spaces. And things seemed to have gotten a lot better after we psychically 
made an effort to get out of that cycle.

But this year, I think we’re going to be getting darker again. It’s just that 
we’re feeling more aggressive this year, musically. We just needed to clean 
ourselves out. And now that we’re clean, we’re back into power. We’re going 
back to crunch. We want people’s brains to ooze out of their noses. And a 

Reagan administration is going to be very excellent for psychedelic rock or 
whatever the fuck it is we do.

When asked what music they listen to, Helios claims to cull a certain vocal style from 
Sinatra, while Damon mentions Killing Joke, Snakefinger, Gary Numan, Neu!, and 
Bowie.

We listen to things we’re not supposed to be listening to. We don’t listen to 
the shit in our genre too much...We just work on what we’re doing. It’s nicer 
that way. It’s more real to me because we don’t even care what anybody does 
at all. I find to listen or even to care about what’s happening a limitation on 
my own imagination.

We had felt that we could do so much more on tape than we could in a live 
context. Though now we’re working out certain minimal concepts, where 
some of our past stuff hasn’t been that minimal.

As I recall, my friends and I already considered Chrome to be the craziest band in the 
world, but when the 12-inch 45 Inworlds came out we all agreed they were the cool-
est thing ever. Glowering at you from the green monochromatic cover, they looked 
unspeakably badass. Both songs “Danger Zone” and “In A Dream” share a stark hor-
ror-rock vibe, featuring Helios on lead vocals, and eerie synth lines from Damon. The 
former song’s chorus is strikingly reminiscent of British science fiction spacerock-
ers Hawkwind’s “Days of The Underground,” (which mentions “chromium heroes”) 
from their seventh album Quark, Strangeness And Charm – possibly the greatest 
single influence on Chrome’s overall aesthetic – but I daresay Chrome’s groove is 
chunkier and more driving than anything from that band (even when Lemmy and Si

mon King were providing the bottom). Five years after Inworlds, the Ramones 
would release a song called “Danger Zone” with a lyrically identical chorus. (Curi-
ously, I’ve heard Hawkwind detractors sarcastically describe the British stoners as 
“basically, the Ramones playing twenty minute songs.”) In spite of their new label’s 
best efforts, SF’s weirdest outsiders never achieved a fraction of the popularity en-
joyed by New York’s loveable lunkheads, nor anywhere near the exposure of the 
perpetually touring Hawkwind – but, as became increasingly apparently, exposure 
and popularity were not their initial or main motivations. An esoteric rock aesthete’s 
wildest dream and creepiest nightmare in one, Chrome has always evoked in me 
the image of a pair of cartoon monkeys tripping out in an old, clanking rocketship. 
Loveable losers of the sort one rarely sees any more.

Except for some TV voices buried in the mix and a few Synare bloops, the two 
songs on Inworlds sound dramatically stripped down compared to Red Exposure, a 
trend that would continue throughout the remainder of Chrome’s recording history. 
Although credited solely to Damon and Helios, I remember thinking the drums 
seemed too tight to be Damon. Actually, Inworlds featured Jean-Lou Kalinowski 
from Fabienne’s band on drums, who had asked not to be credited since he was un-
der contract to CBS at the time. I asked him about his brief stint in Chrome:

Damon came to see Shakin’ Street on stage many times and started to ap-
preciate my drumming. We were on tour in the States with Blue Oyster Cult 
and Black Sabbath, and I had two weeks off. That’s when he asked me if I 
would play on their next record. We recorded at a small studio in San Fran-
cisco. I went straight in without rehearsing, and recorded the two songs in a 
few hours, playing only with Helios on bass, so I had no idea what the songs 
would be like, but they knew what they were doing.

Helios didn’t talk much, but he’s really a cool guy. Damon was talented and 
interesting, but weird, like his music.I remember the day he flew to France 

to spy on Fabienne while she was on tour; he hid on her balcony all night to 
make sure she was not sleeping with anybody. And I recall one day a tree fell 
on Damon’s house and destroyed it. He had just gone out, lucky guy.

After the recording, Damon asked me to play with them for their first live 
show in Italy, but I had to decline his offer because we were supposed to fly 
to London, then take a boat to France, then a train to Italy, and I just didn’t 
feel like doing this trip. Also we wouldn’t get paid.

Damon was indeed intoxicated by Fabienne’s glamorous rockstar lifestyle. Her band 
was quite successful, touring Europe and the US, which left him with a lot of time 
on his hands. Since Helios had always been itching to get out and play live, Damon 
opted to overcome his agoraphobic tendencies, and spoke about this decision on the 
Australian radio program after their first live show in Bologna:

We had sorta burnt out on playing everything ourselves. There was something 
we couldn’t get and that was the feeling of playing live. We could create this 
great feeling on record, but we were never in it. If you had a band that could 
play some of the stuff you were playing earlier, that stuff was live and you 
were actually playing it, you’d be crazy in your brain, so we wanted to get 
some of that! It took us a long time to find people we wanted to play with, and 
who could play with us. And actually, we didn’t even know about playing live 
until about six months ago, I got this thing, the Moog Liberation, because I 
had no instrument I wanted to play live. So we weren’t going to play live and 
then we found this thing.

Oliver DiCicco introduced them to drum/bass duo John and Hilary Hanes (aka the 
Stench Brothers), who had played with a variety of Bay Area bands, including The 
Soul Rebels and Pearl Harbor & The Explosions, and they were good to go: a sleek 
version of the band with a thunderous rhythm section, ready to rocket around the 
world and blast their infernal message to a live audience, which they did …twice.

Chromosome Damage, 1986 bootleg on Pentagram Records (allegedly Italian) with live recordings from Bologna. Original insert from Blood On The Moon



BLOOD ON THE MOON
“We’re going far and hard, we’re going to a thousand places”

Even though Chrome still owed Oliver a couple grand for the earlier sessions, he 
invited them back to his studio to record their next album as a quartet. Although even 
more simply produced than Inworlds, Blood On The Moon is overall bouncier and, 
if possible, at once dronier and more melodic. Damon had started playing the Moog 
Liberation, the first commercially-produced keytar synthesizer released in 1980, and, 
according to Helios, strived to replicate the exact order of his bandmate’s guitar ef-
fects pedals when recording his own keyboard parts, rendering the two instruments 
almost indistinguishable – a huge, blended groan of distortion washing over the com-
paratively dry but surging pulses laid down by the Stench Brothers. Hilary once ex-
plained his involvement with Chrome to me:

Though we were never credited with co-writing the songs, John and I were 
an integral part of the music’s creation, though not the lyrics. Typically, they 
would play us an idea for one or more parts of a song, and we’d react musi-
cally to their themes. We would then refine the ideas, and often my brother 
would suggest ways in which my ideas could work better with the drums. 
Damon and Helios were always very open to our ideas, but frankly they were 
not too articulate about their ideas. I would say that the idea of the music 
being a soundtrack for a science fiction movie pervaded virtually everything 
they wrote, and this was appropriate since their daily lives seemed to have a 
science fiction quality about them.

There was such a purity to the parts they created, we rarely if ever suggest-
ed changes to what they were doing. But there were times when John and I 
would be jamming on one of our ideas during rehearsal or in the studio, and 
they would join in. The song “Blood on the Moon” for instance came about 
when Damon and Helios built parts around what we were doing.

Although Blood On The Moon rocks hard and strange, it’s the first full Chrome album 
conspicuously missing the production peculiarities that endeared early listeners. Gone 
are the stray voices, puzzling instrumentation, “found” sounds, and out of control 
drum fills. Rather, the set of songs seems specifically designed for a live performance, 
and indeed much of it would form the basis of their first show on July 20th, 1981, at 
the Palasport in Bologna, Italy, where they shared the stage with British goths Bau-
haus.

Damon, again from Australian radio:

We didn’t tell anybody it was our first gig. The whole crowd just freaked 
and, being of the competitive nature that I am, I was really pleased when the 
national Italian newspaper came out the next day and said we blew the shit 
out of everybody. It was a three day festival and there were a lot of art bands 
that didn’t have any beat, and then there was some straighter punk kind of 
stuff that didn’t have anything going on to really get you out there. Anyway, 
there was nobody like us and we felt pretty good. So this journalist who’d 
been following our work from ’78 – he used to be a DJ and had been playing 
our records since ’78 – he came over to the hotel the day after the gig, and he 

asked us when our first gig was. I said to him, “You really want to know?” 
He was asking what it was like when we used to play in ’78, and I said to 
him, “Let me tell you a secret you’re not going to believe. You really want 
to know?” He’s like, “Yes!” I said, “Last night!” His eyes went about three 
feet out, on the floor, because we didn’t come off like that, because we were 
already so confident about what we do.

 
They played again just a month and a day later at the On Broadway in San Francisco, 
where the line to get in reportedly stretched down the block. According to Hilary:

Our involvement with them was limited to recording, and we performed at 
the Festival of Future Ghosts in Bologna, and once in San Francisco. Before 
that show, I had no idea how many people would be interested to see Chrome 
live, and was not expecting much. As it turned out, the room was packed to 
capacity and we had a truly awesome show.

Over the years, audience recorded bootlegs have surfaced, sounding mighty hot, and 
from what I’m told they were really something to witness. Alas these would be the 
only live shows Damon and Helios ever played together.
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“Bing Crosby came back, but you can’t see him ’cause he’s on the sunset 
and he’s talking”
 
The next Chrome album is yet a further departure from their earlier working methods, 
as Damon and Helios were starting to become personally estranged from each oth-
er, their music increasingly grave and plodding, at times barely held together by the 
Stenches’ sedulous grooves. Don’t get me wrong, 3rd From The Sun is vintage Chrome 
and a sonically cohesive, seething maelstrom of metallic goth. But in retrospect all 
three tracks on side one sound remarkably like what Helios would do on his own in 
years to come; his voice is now less a maniacal snarl than a sinister hiss, lyrically tar-
geting parents and teachers like an end-times preacher, his mood distinctly apocalyp-
tic. With the exception of the title track, the second side is sung entirely by Damon, and 
two of his songs “Off The Line” and “Shadows Of A Thousand Years” are among his 
most “gone” (a term he often used), both spacious, psychedelic dronescapes, the latter 
featuring his most haunting, enigmatic lyric: a Ballardian, cinematic death-dream in 
which Bing Crosby shows up as savior. Although unique in Chrome’s discography for 
a variety of reasons, these songs seem to point in the direction Damon would take just 
after the inevitable break with Helios; both  feature the beautiful, haunting voice of Fa-
bienne Shine, who continued to collaborate with her husband on later musical projects.

Although overall a downbeat release for Chrome, nevertheless 3rd From The Sun 
would become their highest profile record, attracting many new listeners. The album’s 
single Firebomb was their first release to receive unanimous praise in both American 
and British press, and indeed it’s a monstrous little slab of noisy pop — the only 
Chrome song with an overt automotive metaphor, this creepy paean to the perfect 
woman/car features Helios at his most seductive, unleashing something like a basso 
profondo (normally closer to Damon’s vocal range). It was also their first single (and 
album) to be released simultaneously in the US and UK. Success seemed imminent, 
possibly going to Damon’s head ...



THE CHRONICLES I
THE CHRONICLES II
“Across the winds of time, from the gifts of sight,
we are flying in the night”

3rd From The Sun might have been their final collaboration, except a little while later 
Damon had the inspiration to contact a local label called Subterranean Records about 
accumulating their past triumphs into a boxed set. Steve Tupper, the label’s owner, 
liked the idea and suggested they record something new for the occasion, exclusively 
for release with the box. Damon rallied the troops once more and returned to Hyde 
Street Studios (where they had recorded 3rd From The Sun), and the band pounded 
out The Chronicles I & II. The resulting seven tracks (two of them side-long, a first for 
Chrome) comprised two discs in the six-disc Chrome Box, which was available “for 
the extremely insignificant sum of $16.00” – a bargain even in 1982.

Although Helios referred to the style they were pursuing at this time as “modern 
gothic,” the single Anorexic Sacrifice has a diabolical edge, the closest Chrome would 
come to a commercial metal sound. Two tracks from Chronicles in particular repre-
sent high points of this venture: Damon’s “Wings Born In The Night” is pretty far out 
and considerably less repetitive than anything he would ever do again, while Helios’ 
“Gehenna Lion” seems to follow the apocalyptic mood of “Armageddon,” a fairly 
ambitious track from the previous album. In an interview with Steve Tupper from 
around this time, Helios spoke freely about his state of mind and inspiration for this 
song:

Chrome started out as sort of ... psychedelic inspired. We were into effects, 
little tricks and stuff which developed further … from basically a frenzied 
psychedelic era to a music headed toward the past. What I do, I’m not really 
conscious of, but when I write lyrics I know what it is. It’s hard to describe. 

For example, Hendrix just wrote unconsciously, but it was a message to a lot 
of people and to himself. That’s similar to what I feel is happening with our 
stuff. I’m following it into a renaissance of its own, you know what I mean? 
After the great established mutations of burnouts ...

We got totally sick of the industrial cold wave bombardment that everybody 
else was doing and decided to make a left hand turn. So we got this gothic, 
ancient, modern inspiration and are dwelling in the medieval dungeons of 
somewhere else. That isn’t really in vogue right now, but we were never in 
vogue anyway. We’re telling a sort of story, as if you were going on an expe-
rience with us, dying with us. Death is just the toil of life, struggle to survive. 
You can feel it in the music, there’s no overindulgent rehearsal sessions. We 
just basically get the inspirations through stories, sort of a modern fairy tale 
as if this whole big ugly world is just going to disappear and we’re going to 
end up in the garden of Eden. It’s an old story, but it’s as if life turned into 
that, we’re projecting that. Like the end of “Gehenna Lion,” right? The Ge-
henna Lion is the spirit of death. It identifies itself, right? You go through the 
identification with yourself, but you’re gonna die. You go through Gehenna, 
which is the realm of death, the battleground, and you end up in Eden. Very 
simple, right?

That’s where the whole Chrome trip ends up, right there at “Gehenna Lion” 
where it wipes out even small record companies. That’s the ancient story that 
goes back to the 1500s … I projected the battle as won at the most bitter, 
darkest moment. Desolation. Then all of a sudden it breaks and everything’s 
okay. Total white magic. Things don’t happen unless you project it … The 
last thing we did, The Chronicles I & II, was the most fanatical, insane, pos-
itive projection as we could put out. The records before that were more sub-
conscious than this …

Where’s all the magic in the world? Why has it been taken away? Why can’t 
we go to a concert and see the music float in the air like in the ’60s? Why is 
it LSD isn’t as beautiful as it used to be? Why are things so dense, dirty, ugly 
and frustrated? All those questions. Where is the warm, peaceful place where 
we want to be? It’s been taken away.

When I do acid, I talk to spirits, they communicate with me. For some reason, 
I’m like a medium. Last August a spirit came down to me, this very, very 
strong spirit and called itself the Lion, the spirit of death, and the main mover. 
I feared it because its thoughts merged with mine and it said I was going to 
write this song and I flipped. I said, “You never called on me to do this work 
before. Who are you, are you Christ?” I would talk to this thing and it favored 
me to do this particular job. It’s very real ... it was even able to talk through 
me. It had a very different voice than mine, a stronger voice. It let me see my 
history on a human scope; spiritually, that I was cool. He said, “Start writing 
a song and I will guide you,” and I wrote “Gehenna Lion.” Words were just 
flowing into my consciousness. I changed a few of the lyrics consciously to 
make them right as a story. I could see what he tried to make me write. The 
music isn’t like any that I ever wrote before. What that song is doing out in 
the world, only he knows. He works through other people too. He wanted me 
to identify himself in this music and he called himself the spirit of death. He 
said, “This is the time, this is the year, we’re preparing for ’83.”

Helios, 1980 © 2014 Ruby Ray



Damon and Helios, 1980 © 2014 Ruby Ray

INTO THE EYES OF THE ZOMBIE KING
“On dead rock, with no clock,
Found a peace.”

In 1983, soon after recording The Chronicles, Damon and Fabienne moved to Paris 
together, where she introduced him to drummer Patrick Imbert and bassist Renaud 
Thorez (who played together in a French group called Logo, and had recorded some 
demos and a single with Fabienne for the label Vogue), and also guitarist Remy Dev-
illard, who rehearsed a few old Chrome songs for a large concert at the Lyon Cul-
tural Center (recorded on stereo cassette tape and eventually released as The Lyon 
Concert). Having wrested legal control of the Chrome name and catalog, Damon put 
out an abbreviated version of The Chronicles called Raining Milk, and proceeded to 
record a string of albums, some brilliant and others a bit bloodless, all very weird. 
Even without Helios, Into The Eyes of The Zombie King is pure Chrome madness, at 
once eerie and whimsical; whatever you may think of this period, the French Chrome 
started off with a bang!  

Patrick and Reynaud played without any contract, nor any contact with Damon’s re-
cord label, and never considered themselves actual members of Chrome, but simply 
musicians hired to record with Damon in the studio. Damon himself paid them di-
rectly for their performances; their fees were minimal, and they had only 48 hours of 
studio time to record each album. There were no rehearsals, so they’d arrive in the 
studio without knowing the songs and work them out on the spot. According to Re-
naud Thorez (from an interview with Lars G. Tängmark): 

It was nerve-wracking and physically challenging to keep up the intensity 
of recording so many songs in so little time, following the chord structures 
established by Remy, who found himself thrown into an important role on the 
albums. Damon wasn’t really a musician in the technical sense, but more of a 
designer of ambience and sound, and Remy had to understand, translate, and 
construct the pieces. He used Remy for a while and then moved on. I think 
Remy knew that, as strong as his contribution was, it was not a lasting one. 
Damon was a sort of traveler, regularly drawing on other people’s energies to 
feed his work.

Like the Stench brothers, Patrick and Renaud had played together for a long time 
already, so they had a cohesive bass and drum sound, and the rhythm tracks were 
recorded in a single day. Although they used a click track to establish a steady tempo, 
Damon didn’t want to use drum machines or sequencers, and thought the result was 
more effective than if the rhythms were programmed. Actually, this click track was 
often kept in the mix, engineer Philippe Darnaud doctoring the sounds with a number 
of effects (phasing, reverb, echo, harmonizer), and adding all Damon’s vocals and 
synth parts afterwards. Patrick often overdubbed roto-toms, but Damon instructed 
them all to play “mechanically,” very cold and without any interpretation other than 
strictness and punch. The slightest deviation, or attempt at playing with more feeling, 
was immediately condemned by Damon: “Renaud, please, just play like a machine!”

This lineup played on four albums with Damon, who over the years would create 
new songs by re-assembling parts of these original recordings – for example, the ex-
tra tracks on The Lyon Concert are derived from a single song on Zombie King, and 
the 1989 album Alien Soundtracks II is almost entirely built up from earlier rhythm 
tracks. During this period, Damon controlled everything on his productions, even cre-

ating his own album covers (which sometimes feature his name as many as 15 times). 
According to Renaud, he lived like a shut-in, and his apartment was always kept in 
total darkness.

The stories you hear about Damon are true, he was a very strange person. In 
Paris, he rarely went out, and always wore dark sunglasses. He was discreet 
about drugs, but it was obvious that he was always under their influence, and 
he also took neuroleptic medication, smoked a lot of cigarettes, and drank 
only white wine and milk. He almost never ate.

He had a Honda sport coupe, and took me for a spin one night. This experi-
ence gave me one of the biggest scares of my life, as he drove very violently 
and fast. I don’t know if it’s true, but he explained that he had learned to drive 
race cars and competed in the US. Our contact was limited, as he didn’t speak 
a word of French, and didn’t express himself much. He seemed to be in anoth-
er world, very introverted, jealous and possessive of Fabienne.

I don’t know how to categorize the music Damon produced other than to say 
that it reflected his own image; that is to say, strange, without concession, 
brutal and original. He was a true artisan who didn’t allow for any outside 
input. He defined his music as “cold wave” and didn’t seem to care whether 
a larger audience appreciated it or not. He only seemed to want to produce a 
lot of albums without compromise or constraint. I don’t think his songs had 
any sort of commercial success. Damon Edge and Chrome were entirely un-
derground phenomena in Europe, only known by a marginal group of youths, 
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whose number I couldn’t estimate. Our appearance alongside Damon Edge 
was brief. Afterwards, we carried on our main musical activities.

Shortly before his tragic death from heart failure in August, 1995, Damon explained 
to Nez Zendik what inspired his music:

I think it really began during my first trip to Europe. I was going nuts living 
in Los Angeles, you know, so I just told my father, “Look, my brain is gonna 
blow up and explode blood all over this room if I don’t get out of here.” So, 
he got me a flight to Europe. I remember the first sight of Europe I had, we 
flew into a rainbow over Portugal, on my way to Madrid – that was really 
fantastic. And these little boats and little houses, you know, along the coast. It 
just looked like a fun place. I’ve always liked it there. 

Anyway, I flew to Madrid because this friend of mine was there. I bought a 
bike, a Bultaco Dirt Scrambler, and he had a bike, so we cruised down to Mo-
rocco and went into Fez. When we were first in Morocco, we’re driving down 
these mountain roads and there’s no lights at all, they’re not paved, you’re 
driving through rocks in the middle of the night! My friend had the brightest 
headlight on his BSA, so he would lead the way. And I remember him yelling 
back to me, “Rock!” and it just missed me by like four inches when he said it. 
It wasn’t a rock; it was a goddamn boulder in the middle of the road (laughs)! 
So, I yelled back to this other guy behind us, and I hear this crashing sound, 
you know – he went over the cliffs (laughs). I mean, he was okay but it kinda 
freaked us out. 

So, then we went back to Valencia, Spain, and we were indulging in some re-
freshments in our room. I’d been hearing all this Arabic music while I was in 
Morocco, you know. And suddenly, that night I started hearing it in my head 
with this really solid 4/4 beat behind it. And these songs were just coming 
to me. I was listening to this music in my head, and that’s when I conceived 
of the idea ... I’m sure you’ve noticed that there’s a lot of atmosphere in the 
sound and production of Chrome, and a lot of 3 and 8 note melodies and this 
atonal drone, driven by some real hot rhythm sections. That experience pretty 
much gave it the atmospheric quality that I needed, the inspiration.

Interviewing Damon for Another Room, Ray Farrell had asked him whether he be-
lieves in God. After a pause, Damon replied:

I’m sensitive to the life forces. Terming it God or something, however big or 
small, the old term of God sounds so … What we’re doing more than any-
thing else is trying to figure out what’s going on. To us it’s based on intuition. 
Constantly gotta be ready to pull stuff out of the obvious. These trucks come 
out here and start digging away, I stick mics out the window. The sounds of 
the albums formulate as we’re doing them, we don’t worry about it. All kinds 
of experiences. 

Maybe we shouldn’t get into it now but I drowned once ... teaching someone 
to sail in Majorca, Spain, I fell out. I saw the light flash. I’ve had a lot of stuff 
like that. I’ve been really close to dying about eight times. Scares the fuck 
out of me. It gives you this incredible rush. It hasn’t happened for about two 
years. I almost got annihilated by a semi truck, but that wasn’t a positive rush. 
Drowning was ... You just get real light headed after you’ve gulped down all 

this water. And then, God, just total peace. I was looking through the water 
and my hands. I remember seeing the sunlight. Just like everything that was 
ever good just went by. It was really a trip ... You can only panic so long. 
You can’t breathe, you’re just gone ... I woke up on the beach. This guy was 
watching the whole thing from the shore. I didn’t know it. He just dove in and 
got me. I woke up in hysterics. I couldn’t believe I was alive. People looking 
at me. It was like being born again. I’m back!

Although Damon became increasingly agoraphobic and alienated, spending his final 
years in LA as an alcoholic loner, he was one of the last genuine weirdos of rock, 
and his singular, obsessive musical and aesthetic vision steered Chrome on its varied 
course for over two decades and some 20 albums.

Helios continues to play music, keeping both the name and spirit of Chrome alive. 
(helios-creed.com)

Judging by how many times these records have been re-issued, it seems evident that 
time has vindicated Chrome. Will this unique and influential band ever be inducted 
into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame? Somehow I doubt it. Too gone!

– Neil Martinson
San Francisco, CA 2014
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